
    

 

  

 
 
 
 

CARE & LEARNING SERVICE 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ADVICE FOR 

 
 LEARNING CUTLERY SKILLS 

 
 
If your child is finding using cutlery difficult the following suggestions may be helpful: 

 
HOLDING CUTLERY CORRECTLY 

 

 Sit at table with feet firmly supported 
 

 Use “pointer” (index) fingers placed on top of 
cutlery, fingers pointing down towards plate 

 

 Child may choose to hold knife in right hand and fork in left hand - allow them to 
cut up all their food at once – they may then choose to swap fork back into right 
hand (reverse for left handed child) 

 
PRACTISING THE SKILL OF USING A KNIFE AND FORK 
 

 Begin with foods that are easier to cut up, eg banana for snack  
 

 Choose foods initially that are easier to cut up, eg sausages, fish finger, chips, 
cooked carrot fingers 

 

 Keep it simple, encouraging child to achieve success 
 

 Simple cue to use “Use your pointer fingers” to prompt child to hold cutlery 
correctly 
 

Adaptive cutlery can be purchased from several sources: 
 
Caring Cutlery has grooves to help correct hand placing 
www.completecareshop.co.uk  
 
 
 
PLAY ACTIVITY IDEAS TO HELP DEVELOP CUTLERY SKILLS 
 
You may wish to start practising with your hand over theirs depending on the child’s level 
of ability. 
 
 

  

http://www.completecareshop.co.uk/
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Knife: 

 Using Playdoh, roll into some sausages that are not too thick 
 

 Child holds the sausage with their one hand, just behind the 
point where the child is going to cut 

 

 Pick up the knife with their dominant hand and practise cutting 
through sausage (with a sawing action) 

 
Fork: 

 Roll out Playdoh flat, practise stabbing with fork to make patterns  
 

 Make small Playdoh balls and practise stabbing with the fork to pick up all the 
pieces (Ensure pointer finger remains pointing and child does not start scooping) 

 

 Move on to practise skills with real food, eg pizza base, carrot sticks, melon 
 

Using knife and fork together: 
 

 Introduce which hand is the stabilising hand (fork) and which hand is the sawing 
hand (knife); pretend food is much easier to practise with 
 

 Leave the knife on the table, pick up fork and push it into a Playdoh sausage, 
about where you want to cut and hold it still – pick up the knife and cut through the 
Playdoh 

 

 Roll Playdoh into small balls and teach child to nudge the play balls onto the end 
of the fork using the knife 

 

 Plasticine can offer more resistance to grade activity 
 

 Practise with real food: eg 
 

 Use small sausages 

 Make a pizza with topping 

 Make a fruit salad 
 
Take time and have fun; do not expect too much to begin with 
 
Contact your Occupational Therapist for further advice if required                                   

 

 


